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Michael D.  Linares (born1979, Bayamón, Puerto Rico, 
lives and works in San Juan, Puerto Rico. His work has 
been the subject of numerous exhibitions including The 
Lawrimore Project, Seattle; Institute of Contemporary Art 
of Pennsylvania (ICA); CANADA Gallery, New York; ‘The 
Peace Tower’, a project by Mark di Suvero & Rirkrit 
Tiravanija for the Whitney Biennial, Whitney Museum, 
New York (2006), among others.  Recently Linares has 
been included in the publication by Phaidon 
‘The Generational: Younger Than Jesus / Artists Directory’ 
that will accompany the triennial of the same name in the 
New Museum, New York (2009).  
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An#Island#of#Art,#and#Some#Sales

###work#by#Michael#Linares#at#Walter#Otero#Gallery.#

By#Sarah#Douglas
Published:#February#8,#2010#PUERTO#RICO—#Whom#does#
a#regional#art#fair#serve?#How#can#it#broaden#the#reach#
of#a#local#scene?#Such#questions#are#the#order#of#the#
day#in#Puerto#Rico.#The#island#sports#some#topTnotch#
young#talent,#but#not#much#of#a#gallery#system#at#the#
moment.#There#is#a#tightTknit#community#of#collectors,#
including#Cesar#Reyes(best#known#these#days#for#
selling#a#Peter#Doig#painting#at#Christie's#New#York#for#
$10.20#million#last#November)[#Maria#and#Alberto#de#la#
Cruz[#Dinorah#and#Horacio#Campolietto[#Carlos#
Trapaga[#Diana#andMoisés#Berezdivin[#Chilo)Andreu[#
Jose#Alvarez[#and#Rosalía#and#Humberto#Ugobono,#all#
of#whom,#far#from#limiting#themselves#to#the#local#
offerings,#tend#to#focus#on#premier#work#by#blueTchip#
international#artists.#Much#of#it#they#acquired#abroad,#
whether#directly#through#dealers#or#at#art#fairs#like#New#
York's#Armory)Show,#London's#Frieze,#or#the#Art)
Basel#fairs#in#Switzerland#and#Miami.#And#yet,#since#
2006#Puerto#Rico#has#had#its#own#art#fair,#Circa,#the#fifth#
edition#of#which#ran#from#January#29#to#February#1.

Being#relatively#young,#and#therefore#at#a#tender#age#when#the#world#financial#crisis#hit,#the#fair#is#very#much#in#transition.#Its#early#days#were#flush:#when#it#began,#construction#on#
the#$188#million,#580,000TsquareTfoot#Puerto#Rico#Convention#Center#had#just#been#completed.#The#following#year,#it#boasted#some#62#exhibitors,#34#of#them#commercial#galleries,#
and#an#extensive#VIP#program#that#brought#in#collectors#from#around#the#world.#In#2008,#it#held#steady,#with#a#little#over#40#commercial#dealers,#including#international#heavy#hitters#
like#Air#de#Paris#and#Berlin's#Contemporary#Fine#Arts#—#the#latter#of#which#has#populated#the#island#with#many,#many#paintings#and#sculptures#by#Jonathan#Meese,#as#a#quick#tour#
of#local#collections#can#attest.#The#first#three#editions#of#the#fair#saw#numerous#visitors#from#Spain,#Mexico,#and#the#United#States,#including#globeTtrotting#Miami#collectors#Don#and#
Mera#Rubell#in#2007.

But#last#year,#when#the#onset#of#the#global#economic#downturn#left#Puerto#Rico's#real#estate#market#reeling#and#unemployment#figures#skyrocketing,#the#fair#moved#to#its#smaller#
present#space#in#the#convention#center,#hosting#only#26#galleries#and#five#solo#artist#booths#for#upTandTcoming#artists.#This#year,#with#the#local#economy#still#in#the#doldrums#—#
some#40,000#works#were#laid#off#from#government#jobs#recently#—#the#number#of#participants#remained#modest,#with#30#galleries#and#six#solo#booths.



An Island of Art, and Some Sales

By Sarah Douglas

Published: February 8, 2010 PUERTO RICO— Whom does a regional art fair serve? How can it broaden the reach of a local 
scene? Such questions are the order of the day in Puerto Rico. The island sports some top-notch young talent, but not 
much of a gallery system at the moment. There is a tight-knit community of collectors, including Cesar Reyes(best known 
these days for selling a Peter Doig painting at Christie's New York for $10.20 million last November); Maria and Alberto de 
la Cruz; Dinorah and Horacio Campolietto; Carlos Trapaga; Diana andMoisés Berezdivin; Chilo Andreu; Jose Alvarez; and 
Rosalía and Humberto Ugobono, all of whom, far from limiting themselves to the local offerings, tend to focus on premier 
work by blue-chip international artists. Much of it they acquired abroad, whether directly through dealers or at art fairs 
like New York's Armory Show, London's Frieze, or the Art Basel fairs in Switzerland and Miami. And yet, since 2006 Puerto 
Rico has had its own art fair, Circa, the fifth edition of which ran from January 29 to February 1.

Being relatively young, and therefore at a tender age when the world financial crisis hit, the fair is very much in transition. 
Its early days were flush: when it began, construction on the $188 million, 580,000-square-foot Puerto Rico Convention 
Center had just been completed. The following year, it boasted some 62 exhibitors, 34 of them commercial galleries, and 
an extensive VIP program that brought in collectors from around the world. In 2008, it held steady, with a little over 40 
commercial dealers, including international heavy hitters like Air de Paris and Berlin's Contemporary Fine Arts — the 
latter of which has populated the island with many, many paintings and sculptures by Jonathan Meese, as a quick tour of 
local collections can attest. The first three editions of the fair saw numerous visitors from Spain, Mexico, and the United 
States, including globe-trotting Miami collectors Don and Mera Rubell in 2007.

But last year, when the onset of the global economic downturn left Puerto Rico's real estate market reeling and unemploy-
ment figures skyrocketing, the fair moved to its smaller present space in the convention center, hosting only 26 galleries 
and five solo artist booths for up-and-coming artists. This year, with the local economy still in the doldrums — some 
40,000 works were laid off from government jobs recently — the number of participants remained modest, with 30 galler-
ies and six solo booths. Like what you see? Sign up for ARTINFO's weekly newsletter to get the latest on the market, 
emerging artists, auctions, galleries, museums, and more.

There were several positive innovations this year, however. The fair moved from April to January dates, capitalizing on 
the lure of warm weather while also distancing itself from Mexico's MACO fair, which previously had competed with Circa 
for dealers' attention. In another development, a Chinese gallery,Platform, was on hand as a result of a new arrangement 
between the fair and Art Beijing. And rather than positioning the Circa Labs portion of the fair — a section where young 
galleries display their wares in shipping containers — in the parking lot, Circa moved the five containers inside, to the 
center of the hall, and appointed as curator the Mexican-born Pablo de la Barra, who until recently ran the now-defunct 
London gallery Blow de la Barra with Detmar Blow.
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This was a good idea: when Art Basel Miami Beach brought its adventuresome Art Positions section indoors (where 
ABMB dispensed with the containers in favor of standard booths), more people saw it. Circa Labs, too, had a freewheeling 
feel to it, and served as something of a meeting point for fairgoers. The projects on view, which came mainly from 
galleries in Central America — de la Barra wanted to get American Javier Peres on the roster, but he was serving on the 
selection committee for Art Los Angeles Contemporary, which ran simultaneously with Circa — ran the gamut from cool 
minimalist sculptures by Jose Leon Cerrello at Mexico City's Proyactos Monclova, to a pile of DVDs (pirated versions of 
famous video artworks by the likes ofMatthew Barney) on sale for $3 a pop from Stefan Bechoam, who, along with four 
other artists, runsProyectos Ultravioleta in Guatemala.

Flanking the scrappy container village were the sizable booths of two veteran Circa exhibitors, San Juan'sWalter Otero 
and Costa Rica's Jacob Karpio, both of whom have long histories developing collections on the island. Otero, who for 
many years had a gallery in San Juan and was on Circa's selection committee for its first four editions, now deals 
privately, and serves as adviser to collector Horacio Campolietto. At this year's Circa, Otero had success with several 
Puerto Rican artists who have already found favor with local collectors. He sold a recent painting of a silver candelabra by 
young Puerto Rican-born, New York-based artist Angel Otero (no relation to the dealer) for $8,000. Visitors to Miami last 
December will remember Otero as a break-out success at the Nada Art Fair, where he showed with Chicago's Kavi Gupta.
Walter Otero also parted with a neon text piece in an edition of three, by Michael Linares, priced at $6,000;Alberto de la 
Cruz, among others, owns Linares' work. He also sold Rangers Lead the Way, a new figurative painting with an Op-art-like 
pixellated effect, by Axel Ruiz, for $7,000, and a group of whimsical, playing card-size paintings of cartoonish 
extraterrestrial heads, from a series called "Loneliness," by Rabindranath Diaz, for a very reasonable $1,500. All of these 
artworks went to Puerto Rican collectors. Otero says although the fair is smaller now, the quality has remained high; 
he praises Circa for leaning towards cutting edge art, and for rallying local collectors to open their homes.
And yet, if Otero's experience during this fair's first few days is any gauge, the market isn't too hot at the moment. "It's 
not the best," he laments. Many dealers here say collectors tend to hold off on purchases until the fair's final day, but 
Otero, being a local (and a friend of many Puerto Rico's collectors) has been on a different schedule. "I used to sell out 75 
percent of my booth on the first night," he said. "This year I sold 25 percent." That didn't bode well, and he says the fair 
could use more collectors from outside Puerto Rico, and better promotion internationally.

For Karpio, who has been coming to Puerto Rico for some 18 years now, working with collectors like Chiho Andreu, Cesar 
Reyas, and Campolietto, Circa has consistently been one of the best fairs in the region. This year, he parted with a painting 
by Australian artist Sally Smart for $42,000, as well as work by two Costa Rican artists, Priscilla Monge and Federico 
Herrero. Hanging on an outside wall of Karpio's booth, where it provided a marked contrast to the scrappy container 
village, was one of the most impressive — and expensive — pieces in Circa, a sprawling 1998 painting by Fabian 
Marcaccio, priced at $225,000. it was snapped up by Campolietto. That costly Marcaccio was the exception here. For the 
most part the work in this fair stuck in the $5,000 - $20,000 price range. In fact, the more reasonably work was priced, it 
seemed, the better it fared.Magnan/Metz, from New York, brought a range of pieces by Sofia Maldonado, a Puerto Rican 
artist who earned her MFA at New York's Pratt Institute and recently made headlines for her upcoming mural project in 
Times Square, set for completion in March. A graffiti-style painting went for $6,000, a large drawing for $3,500, and small 
plastic store-bought dolls that Maldonado customizes with graffiti-style painting sold before she even got around to the 
task, at prices ranging from $350 to $1,500.

The energetic artist, who planned to show up on the fair's penultimate day to do a live painting set to tunes from a local 
DJ, also made some customized t-shirts for Magnan's booth, where they flew off the rack at around $30 a pop. For 
Maldonado, local support in Puerto Rico hasn't only come in the form of collectors accumulating her work: Alberto de la 
Cruz commissioned the artist to design a bottle and label for a cappuccino liquor soon to be released by his coffee 
company, Yaucono. 
Previous runaway successes at Circa have gone on to thriving careers, with international representation. Exhibit A is 
Melvin Martinez, who makes bright, colorful abstract sculptures and thickly impastoed abstract paintings. His work was a 
big hit at Circa a few years ago, and graces the walls of the Campoliettos and others. He is now represented by powerful 
Paris and New York dealer Yvon Lambert. Artists making the rounds of Circa weighed in on the challenges facing the local 
talent. "We're the oldest colony in the Western Hemisphere and that puts us in an uneven position, and it can be difficult 
for us to project ourselves outside the island," mid-career painter Antonio Martorell observed. "We do it, but without the 
methods available to other nations. "Martorell's gallery, Puerto Rico Fine Arts, which opened a year and a half ago in 
Ponce, the island's second largest city, was doing Circa for the first time and had already sold one of his paintings, entitled 
Black Friday Now, to a Puerto Rican collector, for $18,000. "The fair is smaller than in previous years, but we're happy with 
the feedback we've been getting," says dealer Rolando Jimenez, quickly adding that "the hardcore collectors here would 
like Circa to be more international than local."



That statement is borne out by the support these collectors show for out-of-towners. "The collectors are good here 
because they support you by buying. That's what support means!" says Christa Schuebbe, whose Dusseldorf gallery, 
Schuebbe Projects, has been finding success at Circa since the fair's first edition. The star of her booth this year was 
young German artist Christian Schoeler, whose moody, soft-focus figurative paintings recall Elizabeth Peyton and Paul P. 
Priced between $4,500 and $8,000, one had sold and three were on reserve by the fair's second day. Perhaps in an effort 
to lure in local fashionistas or just to add a bit of glamor to the proceedings, Schuebbe had affixed next to Scholer's 
paintings photocopied images of a bag the artist just completed for Louis Vuitton.

Across the aisle from Schuebbe, Galeria Casas Riegner, from Bogota, brought some of the fair's edgier, more conceptual 
artworks. Standouts were ink-on-paper drawings of newspaper pages with lines crossed out — a comment on censorship 
by Johanna Calle, and Icaro Zorbar's "Suicide Various Mix Tapes," a series of strange little sculptures made from cassette 
tapes and pencils. By rotating the pencils that are stuck in the cassettes' two holes you could scroll through song lyrics, 
such as Nine Inch Nails' "everyone I know goes away in the end," that are etched into the tape material and viewable 
through tiny apertures. Casas Riegner has participated in Circa from the beginning, finding fans among more 
adventurous collectors like John Belkand Diana & Moisés Berezdivin, who currently have work by Johanna Calle on view 
in a group show in their San Juan exhibition space, Espacio 1414. Interest in art is seeping beyond the confines of muse-
ums, collectors homes, and art spaces here. At a dinner during Circa, hosted by property developer Friedrich Stubbe and 
his wife, Carolina, Stubbe averred, "I'm the CEO of a development company. Our business is the creation of theaters for 
people to pursue happiness. Art is one of the instruments to pursue happiness." Stubbe, along with a group of local 
investors, will shortly open a six-star Ritz Carlton hotel on Puerto Rican land formerly owned by the Rockefeller family. 
When it opens, the hotel is likely to be stocked with art.

As much of a discrepancy as there seems to be between what the core group of Puerto Reican collectors buy and what 
their hometown fair tends to show, one would be hard- pressed to get any of them to say a bad word about Circa. Case 
in point, Jose Alvarez, whose home is stocked with some outstanding Guyton/Walkerpieces, a cache of Jonathan Meeses, 
and a show-stopping Rachel Harrison sculpture (and who just bought a new Dana Schutz painting) emailed along the 
following anecdote, worth quoting in full: "During one of the "Celebration of Circa" dinners hosted at Rosalía & Humberto 
Ugobono's home, showcasing their extraordinary collection, Moises Berezdivin a pioneer art collector from Puerto Rico 
commented, while enjoying the evening, 'What an amazing thing has happened right in front of our eyes, the 
development of Circa during the last few years has turned us into an important international contemporary art venue.' 
While saying this, he was looking around proudly at a group of 50 world class international collectors, museum directors 
and curators, gallery owners and journalists. Circa is an important validation of Moises and his wife Diana's work of 
international art collecting during the last 30 years. I feel exactly the same way. Circa has become an important project 
that has put all of us in Puerto Rico in the mainstream of international contemporary art."

Clearly there is local pride. Take collector Alberto de la Cruz. Standing between a Neo Rauch painting he commissioned it 
includes an image of a stack of soda cans, in honor of de la Cruz's ownership of the local Coca Cola concern  and a 
mammoth Sigmar Polke painting that required a crane, twenty workers, and the removal of a wall to get into his 20th floor 
apartment, this ambitious collector had nothing but encouraging words for Circa, despite having taste that runs to artists 
absent from the fair, like Dana Shutz, Martin Kippenberger, and Peter Doig (whose 1999 portrait of his dealer Gavin Brown 
swimming hangs, rather amusingly, in a bathroom). "I like the way it turned out," he said. "Artists' works can really stand 
out — everyone sees them. Were we able to promote young artists? Did it look good? That's what I see in these things. 
And the community embraced it. More houses open here than for any other fair."

Still, Circa's owner Roberto Nieves knows he can't rely only on local interest to keep his fair relevant. With co-artistic direc-
tor Paco Barragan, who has scouted galleries for the fair since its inception, moving into an advisory role, Nieves says he 
is looking to hire someone to do outreach with buyers. "Our first goal is more collectors," he says. "We have a lot of things 
to offer in Puerto Rico, and people need to know about us."Perhaps in the global art world ecosystem, art fairs always 
eventually find their place, though not perhaps an obvious one. Flash back to Stefan Bechoam, the young Guatemalan 
artist hawking his pirated video art in Circa's container village. By the second to last day of the fair, his supply of product 
has dwindled. He'd even put together a crude sign announcing the low $3 price, the better to seduce buyers. Asked how 
things were going, he eyed his shrinking pile of disks, and quipped, "My goal is to leave here and be able to say I'm the 
guy who sold the most, and made the least." He jokes now, but, with the de la Cruzes, Campoliettos, Berezdivins, and 
Alvarezes of this island wandering into his shipping container, maybe remembering something, then going out onto the 
Venice/Basel/New York/Miami/London circuit and mentioning it to an American collector (or a Swiss curator, or a French 
dealer), well, in the word-of-mouth, butterfly-flaps-its-wings ways of the art world, there is always the possibility he could 
one day find himself in a different position: as one of those blue-chip artists who sell the least, but make the most.
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THE MUSEUM OF ART CONTEMPORARY OF PUERTO RICO PRESENTS ‘FOUND & LOST’ 
BY THE ARTIST MICHAEL D. LINARES

April 18 through July 12, 2009

The Museum of Contemporary Art is pleased to present ‘Found & Lost’, the first individual exhibition in a Puerto Rican 
museum by the artist Michael D. Linares. This presentation is part of the New Tendencies Room exhibition program.
‘Found & Lost’ consists of works in painting, sculpture, photography and video produced expressly for this exhibition. 
These works originate from existing works of art which are modified so that they reactivate and redirect their latent 
meanings and underline the constant process of construction, deconstruction and reconstruction of this meaning present 
in every act of reading. These actions test not only the validity of the works being referenced, but also that of his own 
work, and suggests the revision of the position of the author as much as that of the spectator.

Michael D. Linares (born1979, Bayamón, Puerto Rico, lives and works in San Juan, Puerto Rico. His work has been the 
subject of numerous exhibitions including The Lawrimore Project, Seattle; Institute of Contemporary Art of Pennsylvania 
(ICA); CANADA Gallery, New York; ‘The Peace Tower’, a project by Mark di Suvero & Rirkrit Tiravanija for the Whitney 
Biennial, Whitney Museum, New York (2006), among others. Recently Linares has been included in the publication by 
Phaidon ‘The Generational: Younger Than Jesus / Artists Directory’ that will accompany the triennial of the same name in 
the New Museum, New York (2009).

'Michael D. Linares: Found & Lost' is made possible thanks to the generous support of Walter Otero.
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Michael D. Linares: Oasis / ATM Contemporary | Altamira / ARCO 2010 

The Solo Projects section aims to compliment the general program of the fair with one man show proposals presented 
by an international group of curators appointed by ARCO. One of this year’s solo presentations is Michael D. Linares‘ 

installation Oasis (Inclusive Structure) at ATM Contemporary | Altamira. It’s a pyramid of cooling boxes with beer cans 
inside. In this video, Michael D. Linares gives us a short introduction to his installation.

The work has been proposed by the independent Spanish curator Juan de Nieves. Michael D. Linares: Oasis at ATM 
Contemporary | Altamira / ARCO Madrid 2010. February 18, 2010. This segment has been realized with the kind support 
of Turespaña. ARCOmadrid_2010, 29th International Contemporary Art Fair, Madrid / Spain. Professional Day, February 

17, 2009.
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Found)and)Lost)Opens)at)Museum)of)Contemporary)Art)Puerto)Rico

10:29#am#/#81#°F
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You never asked me to be perfect - did you?, 

2009, two modified wall clocks.

SAN JUAN, PR.- The Museum of Contemporary Art presents ‘Found & Lost’, the first individual exhibition in a Puerto 
Rican museum by the artist Michael D. Linares. This presentation is part of the New Tendencies Room exhibition program. 
‘Found & Lost’ consists of works in painting, sculpture, photography and video produced expressly for this exhibition. 
These works originate from existing works of art which are modified so that they reactivate and redirect their latent 
meanings and underline the constant process of construction, deconstruction and reconstruction of this meaning present 
in every act of reading. These actions test not only the validity of the works being referenced, but also that of his own 
work, and suggests the revision of the position of the author as much as that of the spectator. Michael D. Linares 
(born1979, Bayamón, Puerto Rico, lives and works in San Juan, Puerto Rico. His work has been the subject of numerous 
exhibitions including The Lawrimore Project, Seattle; Institute of Contemporary Art of Pennsylvania (ICA); CANADA 
Gallery, New York; ‘The Peace Tower’, a project by Mark di Suvero & Rirkrit Tiravanija for the Whitney Biennial, Whitney 
Museum, New York (2006), among others. Recently Linares has been included in the publication by Phaidon 
‘The Generational: Younger Than Jesus / Artists Directory’ that will accompany the triennial of the same name in the New 
Museum, New York (2009).

'Michael D. Linares: Found & Lost' is made possible thanks to the generous support of Walter Otero.



Younger)Than)Jesus)Artist)Directory

Celebrating#the#present#and#anticipating#the#future#of#contemporary#art,#Younger#Than#Jesus:#Artist#Directory#introduces#over#500#of#the#best#artists#under#thirtyTthree#years#of#age#from#around#the#world,#represented#in#544#pages#by#
both#short#biographies#and#more#than#2,000#color#illustrations#of#artwork.

Edited#by#Lauren#Cornell,#Massimiliano#Gioni,#and#Laura#Hoptman#and#assembled#by#a#worldwide#team#of#curators,#writers,#teachers,#critics,#and#artists#during#the#research#phase#of#the#New#Museum’s#new#Triennial#exhibition,#
“Younger#Than#Jesus,”#the#publication#captures#an#imminent#generational#change#in#art,#exploring#how#artists#from#the#same#age#group#can#and#cannot#develop#similar#interests#and#express#similar—and#dissimilar—concerns#across#
geographies#and#nationalities.

An#indispensable#handbook#for#curators,#collectors,#dealers,#and#critics,#Younger#Than#Jesus:#Artist#Directory#also#serves#as#an#unparalleled#visual#guide#for#anyone#interested#in#the#latest#artistic#innovations.

New#Museum#&#Phaidon#Press,#2009[#Softcover[#10#x#11.5in[#540pp[#full#color[#ISBN:#9780714849836
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Younger Than Jesus Artist Directory

Celebrating the present and anticipating the future of contemporary art, Younger Than Jesus: Artist Directory introduces 
over 500 of the best artists under thirty-three years of age from around the world, represented in 544 pages by both short 
biographies and more than 2,000 color illustrations of artwork.
Edited by Lauren Cornell, Massimiliano Gioni, and Laura Hoptman and assembled by a worldwide team of curators, 
writers, teachers, critics, and artists during the research phase of the New Museum’s new Triennial exhibition, “Younger 
Than Jesus,” the publication captures an imminent generational change in art, exploring how artists from the same age 
group can and cannot develop similar interests and express similar—and dissimilar—concerns across geographies and 
nationalities.
An indispensable handbook for curators, collectors, dealers, and critics, Younger Than Jesus: Artist Directory also serves 
as an unparalleled visual guide for anyone interested in the latest artistic innovations. New Museum & Phaidon Press, 
2009; Softcover; 10 x 11.5in; 540pp; full color; ISBN: 9780714849836
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Corazón Bounty, 2004.
Video loop, 19 mins.
Courtesy the artist/Cortesía 
del artista.

Artists /  Artistas

La inauguración de la muestra individual de obras recientes del
artista Michael Linares, Found and Lost, en el Museo de Arte

Contemporáneo (MAC) de San Juan, fue plani!cada para
coincidir con la presentación de CIRCA 2009, la 4ta edición de
esta aún estimulante nueva feria de arte contemporáneo. De igual
modo, la exposición presentada como parte de la serie de
exposiciones del MAC, “Sala de Nuevas Tendencias”, representa
un signo positivo de su nuevo liderazgo y renovada visión
curatorial. La exposición presenta una ajustada selección de

The opening of the solo exhibition of recent works by artist
Michael Linares, Found and Lost at the Museo de Arte

Contemporáneo (MAC) in San Juan was timed well to coincide
with the events of CIRCA 2009, the 4 th edition of this still
refreshingly new contemporary art fair. Likewise the exhibition
presented as part of the MAC’s exhibition series, “Sala de Nuevas
Tendencias,” represents a positive sign of its new leadership and
revamped curatorial vision. The exhibition features a tight
selection of works, all from 2009, which reveal Linares’s distinct

Michael Linares
By / porMarysol Nieves
(New York)

Found and Lost | Found and Lost
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Michael Linares 

Found and Lost | Found and Lost

By / por Marysol Nieves (New York)
The opening of the solo exhibition of recent works by artist Michael Linares, Found and Lost at the Museo de Arte 
Contemporáneo (MAC) in San Juan was timed well to coincide with the events of CIRCA 2009, the 4th edition of this still 
refreshingly new contemporary art fair. Likewise the exhibition presented as part of the MAC’s exhibition series, “Sala de 
Nuevas Tendencias,” represents a positive sign of its new leadership and revamped curatorial vision. The exhibition 
features a tight selection of works, all from 2009, which reveal Linares’s distinct conceptual approach to artmaking and his 
penchant for making us see anew seemingly mundane objects or well-known works of art and other cultural products that 
he cleverly transforms effectively reinvigorating their signifying potential.
Active since the mid-2000s, Linares’s recent production although consistent with his earlier works, represents a 
paradigmatic shift from his previous “aesthetic accidents”—curious observations of everyday occurrences or phenomena 
that elevate the ordinary into the extraordinary, such as the video, Corazón Bounty (2004) in which he videotaped a truck 
transporting boxes of Bounty paper towels. As the truck accelerates along the highway, the tarp protecting the back of the 
truck and its content become inflated with air and expand outwards miraculously revealing the giant form of a pulsating 
heart. While here it is the stuff of quotidian life that becomes the raw material for his witty interventions, in his most recent 
work here on display Linares expands his repertoire and employs direct citations or appropriations of recent works of art, 
film and literature that he slightly modifies and re- contextualizes in an effort to trigger new associations and meanings.

Critical to his work in both instances is Linares’s interest in challenging the passive role of the viewer while actively 
encouraging new ways of seeing and thinking about art. A goal not unlike that shared by Félix González-Torres, the Cuban 
born artist who lived in Puerto Rico in the 1970s and whose minimalist inspired works have left an indelible mark on a 
younger generation of artists (including Linares) from the 1990s onwards. In You Never Asked Me to be Perfect-Did You? 
Linares appropriates González-Torres’s iconic work Untitled (Perfect Lovers) in which two identical synchronized clocks 
are placed side by side. Inevitably with the passing of time the two clocks will fall out of synch. Linares recreated the work 
but modified the hands of the clock so that they move in a counter clockwise direction. This subtle gesture or 
modification, as Linares well indicates – is intended to comment on notions of time and entropy and recalls a poignant 
quote by the Russian novelist, Vladimir Nabokov who stated, “The future is but the obsolete in reverse.” Likewise, the 
notion of the ready-made is conflated— from González-Torres’s “original” appropriation of two found clocks to Linares’s 
recycling of an existing work of art in order to generate a new one—the effects of the cycle of appropriation are 
increasingly heightened and far from suggesting the degradation of meaning, they become further encoded semiotically 
with each ensuing decontextualization and encounter. Echoing the spirit of Félix González-Torres’s “participatory 
aesthetic,” Linares employs appropriation as a strategy to reignite the production of meaning and invite the viewer to 
unlock new readings and interpretations. In keeping with this emphasis on the role of viewer, in the video What does it 
Say to You, Linares uses a scene from Herbert Ross’s film “Play it Again, Sam” in which the character played by Woody 
Allen approaches a woman at a museum while she is contemplating a painting by Jackson Pollock and asks her to 
interpret the work. 

The woman’s humorous, yet dramatic response reveals her interpretation of the painting through the prism of her own 
existential crisis. While we as spectators/voyeurs watch the exchange from the same perspective of the painting looking 
into the gallery, we are inevitably made aware of the parallels with our own condition. Providing a counterpoint to this 
work is the painting, You Lookin’ at Me?, You Lookin’ at Me? You Lookin’ at Me? based on the Travis Bickle monologue 
from Martin Scorsese’s film “Taxi Driver” (1976). Linares replaces the word “talkin’” with “lookin’” and inscribes the text 
in white lettering along the bottom edge of the canvas, thus disrupting the otherwise stark black modernist-inspired 
surface. While in the previous work the “painting” assumes the role of “passive” viewer, here the tables have been turned 
and the “object of inquiry” confronts the viewer head on. Both works cleverly explore the relationship between the viewer 
and the work of art in a way that asserts the spectator’s role in the production of meaning, however subjective and fraught 
that process may be. Two additional works, Partial Truth and Jamais Original, refer to works by the conceptual artist Bruce 
Nauman and the philosopher Roland Barthes, respectively, and explore such recurring themes as the semiotic relation-
ship between concept and form and the role of the author. Both call to mind a quote by the French philosopher 
Bernard–Henri Levy in which he states, “It’s not that there is no more truth. It’s that we have finally understood that the 
notion of truth is more subtle and more complex than it seemed.” While one is tempted to interpret Linares’s 
appropriations of these cultural products as symptomatic of the crisis of meaning in contemporary culture and the 
entropic nature of this current moment, one is encouraged by the resilience and optimism with which he assumes these 
loaded signifiers. Indeed, it is not that there is no more truth, it’s that as we stand collectively at the edge of this existential 
quandary, we are inspired by the infinite possibilities we see ahead of us.

What does it say to you?
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Visual Mind Games
Suzie Walshe on Michael Linares.

La obra de Linares escasamente provoca reacciones moderadas, y ésta es una clara evi-
dencia de la importancia de sus logros. Inspirándose en raros objetos y tomándolos como 
modelo para sus obras, Linares evita caer en los estándares típicos y aveces pretenciosos 
de las Artes Plásticas. En cambio, se concentra en la vulnerabilidad de las jerarquias y en 
los sistemas de valor.

La mayoría de su obra tiene un aire alucinante como sí el artista intentara trascender 
el sentimiento ingenuo del readymade y el 
mundo ����	��� del medio artístico. Cre-
ando exitosamente su propio estilo, Linares 
ha logrado, sin lugar a dudas, una ingeniosa 
y contundente apropiación estética.

Michael Linares’ recent exhibition Found & 
Lost at Museum of Contemporary Art Puer-
to Rico highlights the alternately political, 
prosaic, spiritual, and �������� methods 
by which life is experienced and observed. The exhibition employs Linares’ own ������ in 
multifarious forms of discourse—from sculpture, to photography and video. In his concep-
tual and poetic works, Linares consciously conceals the borders between art and life, ���	��
and reality, private and public. With self-established behavioral instructions and rituals, he 
transforms daily life and experiences with a series of works that form a basis for his shrewd 
and penetrating cultural assessments. 

The Puerto Rican artist lives and works 
in San Juan. His work however, reaches 
much further, with numerous international 
exhibitions including The Lawrimore Proj-
ect, Seattle; Institute of Contemporary Art 
of Pennsylvania (ICA); CANADA Gallery, 

New York; The Peace Tower, a project by 
Mark di Suvero & Rirkrit Tiravanija for the 
Whitney Biennial, Whitney Museum, New 
York (2006), among others. Recently Linares 
has been included in The Generational: 
Younger Than Jesus/Artists Directory, a 

publication that will accompany the trien-
nial of the same name in the New Museum, 
New York.

Found and Lost is the ���� solo show 
for Linares in Puerto Rico and is presented 
as part of the New Tendencies program. 
The exhibition is divided into various areas 
of work, which examine what is consid-
ered extraordinary, humor, and astonish-
ment towards the everyday, time, chance, 

                     laitnetop evitaerc eht dna noitareggaxe
of boredom. 

For the majority of his career Linares 
has blended the concerns and methods 
of Transgressive, Conceptual, and appro-
priative art with popular culture in order to 
create his own unique iconography, some-
times controversial and always engaging. 
His work explores contemporary obses-
sions with everything from sex and desire, 
to race and gender, to media, and com-
merce. In Found and Lost, as the viewer 
passes through the exhibition space they 
are led through a collection of works that 
originate from existing works of art, which 
have been ��	��� in order to reactivate 
and redirect their latent meanings—un-
derlining the constant process of construc-

  fo noitcurtsnocer dna noitcurtsnoced ,noit
meaning present in each act of reading. 

In the case of both You Lookin’ at Me?, 
You Lookin’ at Me? , You Lookin’ at Me? 
and What does it say to you? these actions 
test not only the validity of the works being 
referenced, but also that of his own work, 
and suggests the revision of the position of 
the author as much as that of the spectator. 
The show also explores the idea of the art-
ists as collector. Linares’ believes that sim-
ply making a selection can be a form of art. 
He is interested in the notion of art being 
seen as the conduit for an aesthetic experi-
ence, more than as an aesthetic experience 
in and of itself, which dies right then and 
there, which is institutionalized, preserved, 
and deprived of all possibility of revision, 
re-use, and r�����	�	���

In his preliminary years, Linares’ work 
was concerned primarily with themes of so-
cial �	��	������� In both Robo de chicles/ 
Stealing gum, 2005 And Oasis, 2006 the 
artist dealt with historically important so-
ciological concerns using his idiosyncratic 
cocktail of humor and wit. The artist’s re-
cent work has evolved from photography 
to innovative sculpture and installation that 

is intended to �� in the face of aesthetic convention, testing the emotional limits of both the 
artist and the viewer. Linares juxtaposes materials to reveal tensions—between the natu-
ral and the manmade, the city and suburbia, class and culture— creating a record of our 
desires, obsessions and excesses. Twentieth-century art movements such as Assemblage, 
Surrealism, and Arte Povera are revisited and updated by the artist highlighting his capacity 
to express humor, poetry and greatness through humble means. 

The exhibition features an assortment of word play and subversion. Frequently touch-
ing on human values, and ideal, Linares entertains the viewer in both Partial Truth, 2009 and 
The look-a-like art, 2008 using language and imagery of an all-pervasive consumer culture 
he grew up in, his works distort and mutate the familiar into the humorous. The placement 
of humor ����	��� the narrative aspect of his often-mischievous subject while the use of 
recycled objects and concepts brings to the fore, the importance of making the most of 
preexistent resources. Linares’ artworks rarely inspire moderate responses, and this is one 
signal of the importance of his achievement.

Focusing on some of the most unexpected objects as models for his work, Linares’ 
eschews typical standards of high art and zeroes in rather precisely on the vulnerabilities 
of hierarchies and value systems. Much of his art has a delirious, hallucinatory air, as if the 
artist were trying to transcend both the naïveté of the readymade and the sophistication of 
the art world. Linares’ has successfully created his own brand of appropriation and aesthetic 
wit, making him not only an innovative impresario of the art object, but also an explorer of 
clichéd roles and social disguises.

His approach illustrates the characteristic strengths—and, at times, the principal weak-
ness—of arts traditions. In his work, Linares’ does something riskier and more paradoxical, 
entering the spirit of perception as if to know it from the inside. He retains something 
youthful yet knowing. Crucially it is this swirling inner contradiction that visually shows how 
successful his work is at dealing with the human condition. Contradiction is Linares’ way of 
showing the unavailability of certainty about anything, ����	���

� the human relationships. 
The result in an art stripped bare, and with an overture so bold and rich, it is hard not to be 
lured in. 

“Linares is interested in the notion of art being 
seen as the conduit for an aesthetic experience, 
more than as an aesthetic experience in and of 
itself, which dies right then and there, which is 

institutionalized, preserved, and deprived of all 
possibility of revision, re-use, and r������	�����
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Suzie Walshe on Michael Linares.

“La obra de Linares escasamente provoca reacciones moderadas, y ésta es una clara evi- dencia de la importancia de sus 
logros. Inspirándose en raros objetos y tomándolos como modelo para sus obras, Linares evita caer en los estándares 
típicos y aveces pretenciosos de las Artes Plásticas. En cambio, se concentra en la vulnerabilidad de las jerarquias y en 
los sistemas de valor. La mayoría de su obra tiene un aire alucinante como sí el artista intentara trascender el sentimiento 
ingenuo del readymade y el mundo sofisticado del medio artístico. Creando existosamente su propio estilo, Linares ha 
logrado, sin lugar a dudas, una ingeniosa y contundente apropiación estética.” 

Michael Linares’ recent exhibition Found & Lost at Museum of Contemporary Art Puer-to Rico highlights the alternately 
political, prosaic, spiritual, and flamboyant methods by which life is experienced and observed. The exhibition employs 
Linares’ own fluency in multifarious forms of discourse—from sculpture, to photography and video. In his concep- tual 
and poetic works, Linares consciously conceals the borders between art and life, fiction and reality, private and public. 
With self-established behavioral instructions and rituals, he transforms daily life and experiences with a series of works 
that form a basis for his shrewd and penetrating cultural assessments. The Puerto Rican artist lives and works in San 
Juan. His work however, reaches much further, with numerous international exhibitions including The Lawrimore 
Proj- ect, Seattle; Institute of Contemporary Art of Pennsylvania (ICA); CANADA Gallery, New York; The Peace Tower, a 
project by Mark di Suvero & Rirkrit Tiravanija for the Whitney Biennial, Whitney Museum, New York (2006), among others. 
Recently Linares has been included in The Generational: Younger Than Jesus/Artists Directory, a publication that will 
accompany the trien- nial of the same name in the New Museum, New York.

Found and Lost is the first solo show for Linares in Puerto Rico and is presented as part of the New Tendencies program. 
The exhibition is divided into various areas of work, which examine what is consid- ered extraordinary, humor, and 
astonish- ment towards the everyday, time, chance, exaggeration and the creative potential of boredom.For the majority 
of his career Linares has blended the concerns and methods of Transgressive, Conceptual, and appro- priative art with 
popular culture in order to create his own unique iconography, some- times controversial and always engaging. His work 
explores contemporary obses- sions with everything from sex and desire, to race and gender, to media, and com- merce. 
In Found and Lost, as the viewer passes through the exhibition space they are led through a collection of works that 
originate from existing works of art, which have been modified in order to reactivate and redirect their latent meanings 
un- derlining the constant process of construc- tion, deconstruction and reconstruction of meaning present in each act of 
reading. In the case of both You Lookin’ at Me?, You Lookin’ at Me? , You Lookin’ at Me? and What does it say to you? these 
actions test not only the validity of the works being referenced, but also that of his own work, and suggests the revision 
of the position of the author as much as that of the spectator. The show also explores the idea of the art- ists as collector. 
Linares’ believes that sim- ply making a selection can be a form of art. He is interested in the notion of art being seen as 
the conduit for an aesthetic experi- ence, more than as an aesthetic experience in and of itself, which dies right then and 
there, which is institutionalized, preserved, and deprived of all possibility of revision, re-use, and redefinition.
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In his preliminary years, Linares’ work was concerned primarily with themes of so- cial significance. In both Robo de chicles/ 
Stealing gum, 2005 And Oasis, 2006 the artist dealt with historically important so- ciological concerns using his idiosyncratic 
cocktail of humor and wit. The artist’s re- cent work has evolved from photography to innovative sculpture and installation 
that is intended to fly in the face of aesthetic convention, testing the emotional limits of both the artist and the viewer. 
Linares juxtaposes materials to reveal tensions—between the natu- ral and the manmade, the city and suburbia, class and 
culture creating a record of our desires, obsessions and excesses. Twentieth-century art movements such as Assemblage, 
Surrealism, and Arte Povera are revisited and updated by the artist highlighting his capacity to express humor, poetry and 
greatness through humble means. The exhibition features an assortment of word play and subversion. Frequently touching 
on human values, and ideal, Linares entertains the viewer in both Partial Truth, 2009 and The look-a-like art, 2008 using 
language and imagery of an all-pervasive consumer culture he grew up in, his works distort and mutate the familiar into the 
humorous. The placement of humor magnifies the narrative aspect of his often-mischievous subject while the use of 
recycled objects and concepts brings to the fore, the importance of making the most of preexistent resources. Linares’ 
artworks rarely inspire moderate responses, and this is one signal of the importancee of his achievement.

Focusing on some of the most unexpected objects as models for his work, Linares’ eschews typical standards of high art and 
zeroes in rather precisely on the vulnerabilities of hierarchies and value systems. Much of his art has a delirious, 
hallucinatory air, as if the artist were trying to transcend both the naïveté of the readymade and the sophistication of the art 
world. Linares’ has successfully created his own brand of appropriation and aesthetic wit, making him not only an 
innovative impresario of the art object, but also an explorer of clichéd roles and social disguises. His approach illustrates the 
characteristic strengths—and, at times, the principal weak- ness—of arts traditions. In his work, Linares’ does something 
riskier and more paradoxical, entering the spirit of perception as if to know it from the inside. He retains something youthful 
yet knowing. Crucially it is this swirling inner contradiction that visually shows how successful his work is at dealing with 
the human condition. Contradiction is Linares’ way of showing the unavailability of certainty about anything, specifically the 
human relationships. The result in an art stripped bare, and with an overture so bold and rich, it is hard not to be lured in
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Michael D. Linares
2010
Untitled (snake eating its own tail)
14 1/2” x 30” 1 1/2”
short green water hose
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Michael D. Linares
2010
Untitled (trapped idea)
8 1/2” x 37” 2”
fishing net, light bulb, electric wire



Michael D. Linares
2010
Untitled (The Hole Idea)
24” x 24” 1”
canvas on plywood
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Michael D. Linares
2010
Untitled (paper weight)
dimensions variable
paper, white tack, rock, fishing line



Michael D. Linares
2010
Untitled (stuff)
12 x 9” 
framed “for sale” sign
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Michael D. Linares
2010
Untitled (puppet for: Me naked as The Invisible Man)
dimensions variable
my eye glasses, black strings, wood, nails



Michael D. Linares
2010
Untitled (hammer)
4 1/2” x 12”x 4”
wooden handle hammer
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Light Spectre
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Michael D. Linares (b. 1979, PR)
2005 B.F.A., Escuela de Artes Plásticas, San Juan, PR

2011 Beta-Local, Independent Studies, San Juan, PR Lives and works in Puerto 
Rico

SOLO EXHIBITIONS

2013 Was it a rat I saw?, ltd los angeles, Los Angeles, CA

Unpainting, Walter Otero Gallery, San Juan, PR 2012 Mural Comission, Bass 
Museum, Miami, FL

2011 Michael Linares, Chemi's Room, San Juan, PR
2010 Useless, curated by Pablo Leon de la Barra, PINTA Art Fair London, UK

Solo Projects 2010, curated by Juan de Nieves, ARCO, Madrid, SP

2009 Found & Lost, Museo de Arte Contemporáneo de Puerto Rico, San Juan, 
PR

2007 Eight, ocho, bizcocho, cake, Galería Comercial, San Juan, PR Lawrimore 
Loves Painting, Lawrimore Project, Seattle, WA

2006 Tu y Yo en una Isla para Dos Sentados Mirando el Sol., Galería Comer-
cial, San Juan, PR

2005 Un, Galería Comercial, San Juan, PR 

SELECTED GROUP EXHIBITIONS

2013 Galería Agustina Ferreyra, San Juan, PR

2012 Gala, Museo de Arte de Ponce, Ponce, PR
La Sonora, Trienal Poligráfica de Puerto Rico, San Juan, PR
The Way In, Popular Center Building, San Juan, PR, curated by Io Carrion 
Post-Panamax, Diablo Rosso, Panamá City, PA
Exhibition, De la Cruz Collection Contemporary Art Space, Miami, FL

2011 Painting Expanded, Espacio 1414, San Juan, PR, curated by Marysol 
NievesPARAÍSO, ltd los angeles, Los Angeles, CA

San Gerónimo 31, San Gerónimo 31, Colonia Centro, MX Exhibición Re- Inau-
guración, Museo de Arte de Ponce,Ponce, PR

2010 Exhibition, De la Cruz Collection Contemporary Art Space, Miami, FL 
7x7,Galería S. XXI, Bogotá, CO



Michael D. Linares, Galería Altamira, Asturias, SP Ultrapuñeta, Proyectos 
Ultravioleta, Guatemala City, GT Mobile Spaces, Univesity of Wisconsin, 
Madison, WI

2009 Geografía Humana, Museo de Arte de Puerto Rico, San Juan, PR

2008 En sus marcas..., Instituto de Cultura de Puerto Rico, San Juan, PR, 
curated by Rebecca Noriega

Walter Otero Gallery, Circa Art Fair, San Juan, PR

2007 Galería Comercial, Art Basel Miami Beach, Miami, FL BioKunst, Antwerp, 
BE

COMERCIAL, Nicole Klagsbrun Gallery, New York, NY
Crimes of Omission, ICA, University of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA Galería 
Comercial, ArtLA, Los Angeles, CA

2006 Public Sculpture Art Project (with Galería Comercial), Art Basel Miami 
Beach,Miami, FL

Lisa Kirks Greatest Hits, The Wayward Cannon, London, UK
Galería Comercial, MACO, Mexico DF, MX
The Galleries Show (with Galería Comercial), Extra City, Antwerp, BE
The S-Files II, Museo de Arte de Puerto Rico, San Juan, PR
The Lovers, CANADA Gallery, New York, NY
The Peace Tower, participation as part on Mark di Suvero & Rikrit Tiravanija’s 
project, Biennial, Whitney Museum, New York, NY

2005 Ninjas killed my family, need money for Kung-Fu lessons, Galería Com-
ercial, San Juan, PR

Galería Comercial), NADA, Miami, FL
The S-Files, Museo del Barrio, New York, NY
Tropical Table PartyCentro d’ Art Santa Mónica, Barcelona, SP, curated by 
María Inés Rodríguez

2004 Galería Comercial, Stray Show,Chicago, IL Group Show, Galería Sin 
Título, San Juan, PR

Javier Cambre, José Campeche, Michael Linares & Francisco Torres, Galería 
Comercial, San Juan, PR

2002 Muestra Ecléctica, Museo de Arte de Caguas, Caguas, PR 2001 
Exhibición Pequeño Formato, Galería Punto Gris, San Juan, PR

Entre Hoy y Mañana, Galería Punto Gris,San Juan, PR 
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NY, 2009

Michael Linares, Found & Lost, Marisol Nieves, Arte al Día, Arte al Día Inter-
nacional, 2009
Younger than Jesus: Artist Directory, Lauren Cornell, Masimiliano Gioni, Laura 
Hoptman, Phaidon & The New Museum, New York, NY, 2009

2007 Installations move front and center in local museums, Manuel Álvarez 
Lezama,The San Juan Star, Sep 2, 2007

Michael D. Linares, R.C. Baker, The Village Voice, New York, Jul 17, 2007 Art in 
Review: Comercial, Holland Cotter, The New York Times, Jul 6, 2007 The L 
Picks, The L Magazine, Jul 11-17, 2007

Weekend Update, Walter Robinson, Artnet, Jul 9, 2007
Out of Many, One, New York Magazine, Jun 18, 2007
Michael Linares: Representante de una nueva generación de artistas puertor-
riqueños, Manuel Álvarez Lezama, Art Premium, Vol. 4, num. 19, 2007 Linares 
exhibit full of interesting surprises, as usual, Manuel Álvarez Lezama, The San 
Juan Star, Mar 26, 2007



2006 Art Basel Miami Beach 06, Raisa Clavijo, Primera Hora, Dec 14 2006
New Programs scracth beneath Basels surface, Daniel Chang, Miami Herald, 
Dec 6, 2006
Art Basel Miami beach: tres dias de paroxismo, Adriana Herrera, El Nuevo 
Herald, Dec 6, 2006
Puerto Rico 2005, Elaine Delgado, El Nuevo Día, Jan 3, 2006

2005 10 Artists to watch, Joao Ribas, Art & Auction, May 2005 Miami Heat, 
Walter Robinson artnet.com, Dec 4, 2005

El Museo Mounts 4th Bienal, artnet.com, Sep 20, 2005 Joel Weinstein, El 
Nuevo Día, Oct 2005

GPB (Art Newspaper), Mar 2005
El amor es una carga pesada, Elvis Fuentes,El Nuevo Día, Feb 23, 2005 
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